How to use copyrighted publications in course readers and on Blackboard
Provide publications as a hyperlink
and not as a PDF on Blackboard.
Using a hyperlink is always allowed and free of charge.

What kinds of links should I use?
1. Links to a legal website
As a teacher, you cannot promote the use of illegal copies. Illegal
copies are hard to recognize though, so at least refrain from the
obvious ones on pirate sites.
2. Stable links, such as DOI links
URLs on a publisher’s website tend to change regularly. A DOI link
follows these changes and redirects mostly to the right URL. Not
having to repair broken links every year will save you time.

3. EZproxy links
An EZproxy link guarantees easy off-campus access to library sources,
because it prompts students to log in. Using this link is not only a kind
gesture to your students, but also lowers a hurdle for students to
come to class p repared. It is recommended to use EZp roxy in
combination with a DOI link.

Dutch universities (VSNU) and Stichting PRO have an agreement on using copyright protected
material in readers and on BlackBoard. Using copyrighted m aterial is allowed to a certain
extent. In return, each university pays an annual fee, that is based on estimates of actual use.
In order to reduce the annual fee , Wageningen University policy requires instructors to provide
hyperlinks to documents instead of full documents. This instruction aims to support instructors
in complying with this policy.

What if linking to a journ al article is not possible ?
Although the library subscrib es to a large number of e-journals, not all journals are covered . If
the library does not have a subscription to a journal, you may use a PDF on your Blackboard or in
your reader. However, to keep the annual fee low, consider if you really need the paper or if you
can find another paper which is just as g ood .
What if linking to a book is not possible?

The library increasingly offers e-books. However, most textbooks are available only as printed
books. This can be a problem if you just want to use one or two chapters of the book . Contact
the library first, to find out if options for online access exist. If not, you may use a PDF, but make
sure that the total amount does not exceed 50 pages and is not more than 25% of the entire book
or journal issue. If you want to use larger portions of the book, let students buy the b ook
themselves. Additional arrangements can be made with Stichting PRO or directly with a publisher ,
but in that case the chair group will be charg ed based on the number of pages and students .

How do I create a DOI link?
A DOI link consists of two components:
http://doi.org/ + a DOI (e.g. 10.1038/nature12251) = http://doi.org/
10.1038/nature12251

The DOI can usually be found on the first page of a journal article or
an e-book chapter, on the publisher’s website, or in the record of a
publication in a database like Scopus.
How do I create an EZproxy link?
To create an EZproxy link, you have to add the following URL in front
of a normal URL: http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/rduser/ezproxy?url=
A full EZproxylink will look like this:
http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/rduser/ezproxy?url=http://doi.org/
10.1038/nature12251
On campus, students will have direct access (if the library has a
subscription). When off campus, students will b e prompted to log in
with their W UR account, after which they will have access.

How do I instruct my students on off-campus access to library sources?
For students to make off-campus use of the library sources, the library system needs to recognize
them as Wageningen University students . Being logged in on the Blackboard site is not enough to
get lib rary access. A log-in to the library web site is required as well.
For easy off-campus access, you can give your students one or more of the following instructions:
• Install the off-campus access button in your Favorites bar. This button prompts you to log in
for library access. (http://www.wur.nl/en/Expertise-Services/Facilities/Library/FAQ-Library/
FAQ-display/How-do-I-install-the-off-campus-access-button.htm)
• Add the following EZ proxy text in front of the URL in the address bar: http://library.wur.nl/
WebQuery/rduser/ezproxy?url=. You will be prompted to log in for library access.

• Go to the library website (http://www.wur.nl/library), log in and find what you are looking
for.
The first two instructions are especially useful if students follow links to known pub lications . The
third option is useful when students want to find additional literature and do their own searches
for publications.

